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GRAND OENTRAL TERMINAL RAILvYAY STATION, NEvV YORK.
Photographs showing the change in conditions under Steam and Electrical Working.

GRAND CF,NTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK, BEFORE ELECTRIFICATION.
VISION OF EMPLOYES OBSCURED BY STEAM AND SMOKE.

~AFETY OF TRA! NS AND EMPLOYES INCREASED BY ABSENCE OF SMOKE AND STEAM.

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK, AFTER ELECTRIFICATION.
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ROLLING STOCK D.C.
Photograph supplied by British T homson-H ouston Co . Ltd .

METROP()LITAN DISTRICT RAIL \7V.1\ Y .

A se ve n·coac h multipl e un it t rain as used on th e abov e ra ilwa y.
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ROLLING STOCK D.C.
Photograph supplied by General Electric Co.

WASHINGTON, BALTIMORE, AND ANNAPOLIS ELECTRIC RAIL ,VA Y.
1,200

Vol~ Direc~

Current Train "perateJ from Overhead Trolley.

This road operate; trains of flOm one to fi.'·e cars with a headway of IO to IS minutes on a portion of the road.
these cars seat .16 passengers, with standard American steam railroad spacing of ,~~t,.

Each of
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ROLLING STOCK D.C.
Photograph supplied by General Electric Co.

FRISCO LINES.-GASOLENE ELEC'TRIC CAR.

This photog raph shows one of six ca rs built for the St. Louis and S an Francisco Railway by the C;eneral Ele ctric (' 0111.
pany.
It is 70 feet long, ha s seating capac ity of 95 persons, with a normal level running 'peed of
m.p, h ,
It i, di\ ided
up · into four compartmen ts; the baggage compart ment bein g d irect ly beyond the engine room, then ,I comparlme,lt fOJ co'oare.(
people. :l smok ing compartment, a no n regular passenger compartment in the rear.
The pa ssenger, enter by " ither th e s ide or
re ar doors.
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Photograph supplied by General Electric Co.

ONEIDA B.AILv\TAY UNDER-RUNNING THIRD RAIL.

This type of rail is illustrated as showing that used in the New 'Y olk Central electrified 7.O:1e on the West Shore Steam
Railroad electrifica tion, on the Philadelphia and Rapid Transit :nultiple unit subway and ove~he ad lines. and in the Detroit
Tunnel eiectrificatiGn of the Lak(; bnore and Michigan Sot:them H.ailroad.
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ROLLING STOCK A.C.

LONDON, BRl GRTON, A NO SOUTH CO AST RA[L VV AY.

Multiple unit train on south line.

Singl e phase,

6, 000

volt s, 25 cycles sys tem.
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HOLLING STOCK A.C.
Photograplz supplteil by General Electric Co.

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN, AND HARTFORD RAILROAD. - SlNGLE PHASE MOTOR CAR.

This motor car is equipp ed with four

125 h.-p. motors, and i5 intended to haul one or two trailers.
operated on the New Canaan Division.

These trains are
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ELECTRIFIOATION OF THE MELBOURNE TRAMWAY SYSTEM.
NOTES ON THE ESTAnLISIL\1E~T OF AN ELECTRIC POWER SUJ:>PLY.
(By Messrs. Merz, McLellan, and Wilson.)

to existing electric tramways on the assumption that
the source of supply will be the proposed generating
station at Yarraville.
We have mentioned, but have not dealt in detail with any scheme for electrifying the existing
cable power-houses, because, as stated in Mr. Wilson's evidence, this would not represent a permanent
or the best solution of the problem under consideration.
GENTLEl\1EN,
The necessity for changing cars at the termini or
The Traffic and Electric Power Requiremmts of the cable lines would cause some slight inconvenience,
ill elbourne.
and the propelling of the existing cable cars by elecIn accordance with your instructions we have tricity from a central station instead of utilizing the
studied the' problem of your tramways as fully as steam power generated at several small stations,
the limited time in Melbourne at our disposal per- while it would effect some economy, would not pro·
mitted, and since Mr. Wilson's return to England vide for any increase of speed in outlying districts
worked out in detail what we consider to be the or in the early morning and evening. The average
b¥t and most economical method of adapting your speed of the cable cars is now 9. I miles per hour,
cabl€ conduits for electric traction, together with and is fairly high as an average, but on the outer
complete estimates of the probable cost of electrify- lines a cOl1Slderable increase of speed could be ob·
ing,the existing conduits and of constructing over- tained, and also on-most of the city lines where the
head trolley tramways for 80 miles of additional ordinary vehiculal trafflc m these districts IS light.
track in the northern, eastern, and southern sU9urbs,
Thus, for example, for many hours a day there
Before dealing with the construction of the esti- is 110 rtaSOll why the running speed of the cars 011
mates we should like to say that, in some details, the ~t. Kilda-road should not be as high as 18 or
it may be that the preparation of working drawings 20 miles per hour.
to :-,ctual measurements will show that modifications
The electrical equipments provided for would
in some of the construction and s()me items of cost admit of such speeds, and by adopting them the,
will be necessary, but exclusive of the provision of average over the whole system would be increased
adequate surface water main drains,' our figures are to 12 miles per hour with safety. This would bring
in all cases ample.
' t h e average up to a higher figure than is obtained
We would point out, however, that although, if anywh-ere else, and, having regard to the elasticity
our tot~l costs are divided by the total mileage the of the service, should be high enough to satisfy the
figures will be correct, if divided into short Sec. most exacting requirements.
tions of, say, 100 yards, there will be many in- . For the purposes of enabling all the cars to be
stances in which the actual co:>t of a given section available for service on all the routes we have promay be found to be in excess of Our estimate.
videdin the estimates for equipping every car with
With regard· to the drainage of the conduit, we . a plough for running on the conduit and a trolley
have included for provision of gratings, traps, and for running on the overhead portion of the system.
With reference to the width of the cars, it is
c?nnexions to sewers a figure of £4 0 per mile of
smgle track as representing the. maximum contribu- essential that all the cars should be of such dimention the tramway authority can reasonably be called sions that every car can, if required, be used on
upon to make to the total cost.
any, part of the existing lines or the proposed ex,
tenSlOns.
You .will understand that we have not prepared
any estImate of what the total cost of drainage may .' The over::l! width of the cable cars is 7 feet 3
be, because, in our opinion, this is a matter for which mches, and IS 'ample for all purposes. The overall
h'
d
h' .
width of the cars on some of the existing electric
t e clty.or roa aut onhe.s are primarily responsible, lilles in Melbourne is 8 feet 6 inches, but that in
and untIl they have prOVIded for carrying out these our opinion, is excessive an. d unnecessary.
'
obligations it is not possible to determine at what
points the tramway conduits should be drained, or
These cars could not be run on the cable tracks
what cost would thereby be involved.
when electrified, and should, therefore, be discarded,
because their total value is inconsiderable as com·
vye do not wish to labour the point, but we are pared with the cost of the reconstruction of the conanXIOus to make it clear that inasmuch as the pre- duits throughout, which would be necessary if they
sent provisions for dealing with the storm water are to be retained.
are inadequate in the sense that they would be still
U~der the te~ms of the companies' leases the pur.
less adequate than they now appear to be if they chasmg a. uthonty, when exercising their right of
were not supplemented by the cable conduits, it will
I
presumably be admitted that some additional sewers pre-emptIOn, wou d be called upon to purchase all
the material suitable to and used for the purposes
must be constructed by the city authority.
of the undertaking at the date of the purchase.
In the tables included in this Report will be
It would, therefore, be advisable to warn the
fo~n.d an estimate ?f the cost of electrifying the lessee companies that in future they should not pureXlstmg cable condUlts and the existing horse· tram· chase any cars having an overall \vidth of more than
ways, together with a summary of the total expen- 7 feet 3 inches, and that if they do so after the
diture involved in running the whole of the tram- date of, that notice the purchasing authority will
ways by electricity, including all necessary new !lot conslder any such cars as suitable to the underfeeders and the alterations of the existing feeders taking about to be taken over.

Victoria-street,
Westminster, Loridon, S.W.,
27th July, 19II.
(Thursday).
To the Chairman and Members of the Metropolitan
Traffic Commission, State Parliament House,
Melbourne, Victoria.
28
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In our evidence before the Traffic Comrhission
we stated that 85 per cent. of the electric tramcars
in use were 7 feet 3 inches or less, and with· ~ view
to verifying this opinion we wrote to the pr~ncipal
manufacturers to let us know the proportion qf cars
they had built 6f 7 feet 3 inches or less and those
of greater width.
I
In reply to that inquiry we received letter~ from
them all to the effect that in nearly all cases the
cars made for use in this country were les~ than
7 feet 3 inches, but that in some few ,special! cases
for abroad, wide cars had been adopted. Copies
of these letters are attached hereto.
I·
These letters are sufficient to show that thel 8 ft.
6 in .. car is abno~mal, and that there is theref6re no
necessity, to consider them :if the existing cohduits
arc used.
.
.
On. the other hand the length of the electri1: cars
will be greater than those now in use, with the resuit' that the track work at all curves where I there
is less than I I feet uetween the centres of the
tracks will have to be relaid, and the condJit reconstructed so as to provide enough clearance between the cars passing on a curve. In anYi case
the' curves will have to be relaid because t'here is
at present a great deal too much superelevation on
the outer rails. This is necessary with cables, because the sDeed of the car camiot be varie& but
with electri~ cars the speed will be reduced round
curves with the result that the road surface will be
very much improved. The trad; work at cur~es at
present is not only unsightly, but is a sour~e of
considerable danger to ordinary vehicles.
I
In dealing with the' permanent way it wiP be
necessary to substitute 90-lb. rails, 7 inches ,high,
for the present running rails, and this will iIlvolve
raising the crown of the road I~' inches for th~ running rails, and nearly 2 inches at the slot rails, to
allow for sufficient camber between the running rail
and the slot rail. The effect of this will be to I keep
all surface water away from the conduit, except
liuch as actuaily falls into it direct.
_!
A certain quantity of the water will run dowh the
rails themselves, and will be taken care of by ~eans
of rail drains or drain boxes attached to the i rails
Ilt suitable points.
In the drawing, No. 4083, attached hereto, will
be seen a typical example of the new track 'as it
should be laid, showing the margin of 18 inches
ourslde the two outer rails, raised and relaid ih the
I
way we have already suggested.
The estimates provide for taking up and relaying a width for single track of 7 feet 6 inches, iwith '
new wood blocks. The effect on the camber of the
road will be that the angle of slope of the margin
outside the rails will be I in 44. Such a slope is
by no means excessive, and is, in fact, less ithan
that adopted in many ca~es in England and ]elsewhere in Europe, it would be sufficient to divert
most of the storm' water from the conduit.
I
This drawing, No. 4083, is based on the assumption that the road surface, as at present constru~ted,
is fiat, and in cases where there is already ~ome
camber on' the roads the difference between the slope
of I in 44 and that of the road will not b~ so
marked as it will if the road is fiat, but in noicase
will it be objectionable.
Wherever the road surface is in need of repair
.. dvantage should be taken of the tramway recon• truction to relay the whole surface to a' suitable
camber, and in 'those ca~es the tramway authority
should only be charged with the cost of the track
itself and 18 inches on each side. In our estibate
we have not provided for new wood blocks thrdughout' for the whole width of the track and markins,
because it will probably be found in practice i that
I,

from 60 to 70 per cent. of the old. blocks can be
used again as a perfectly good surface could be' obtained even with comparatively worn bJocks if
c1.ressed with tar and sand in the usual way. Where
th.e surface is' not so treated it rarely happens that
blocks, that have been taken up can be used again,
but this would 110t apply to the same extent in your
case.
I t will be observed that the new slot' rails are
shown 7;Yil inches high, the object of this is
to spread the surface water away from the conduits. The running rails, and the slot rails, should
be alternately tied by means of tie-bars to the yokes,
and the whole of the steel structure should be
bonded at all joints, and cross-bonded, at suitable
intervals to provide a returp. conductor for the el~
tricity, but they will be supplemented by negatIve
feeders, where necessary, to avoid any danger of
electrolytic action in gas or water pipes, &c.
In all our calculations compliance with the rules
and regulations of the British Board of Trade as to
rail drop, earth plates, &c., has been assumed.
With' these . general remarks we will proceed to
the consideration of your letter dated 4th May,
J 9 I 1.
You have asked us to report upon the traffic
and electric power req~irements of Melbourne, and
in dealing with these problems we cannot do better
than answer seriatim the comprehensiv~ questiops
'. J
contained in that letter.
The subject of some of these has been dealt with
very fully in two .reports by Mr. Charles H. M~u
in 1908 j one to the Victorian Railways CommISsioners upon the application of electric traction to
the Melbourne suburban railways, and another to
the late Sir Thomas Bent on the use of electric
po\\,E;~ in the State of Victoria.
The following
memorandum, besides additional matter, contains
certain information in comrr,on with these two*
reports, but so far as the' specific quest~ons dealt
with are concerned is complete in itself and requires
no reference to Mr. Merz's reports, which contain
exhaustive explanations regarding the suhject g~ne
l:ally.
Generation uf Electric power.

I

1

I

Cost of Power Plant.-If the railways, tramways, 'factories, and other services were all supplied with electric power from a common source,
each of these would henefit, both as regards the
cost of production" and as regards capital expenditure. The benefit is three-fold, in that(1) The larger the plant, the lower the operation costs per unit of electrical energy
generated.
(2) The larger the plant, the cheaper per horsepower to instal.
(3) The aggregate horse-power of a combined
railway, tramway, and power supply
generating plant need not be as great
as the aggregate horse-power of separate
plants for each service. This is partly
because reserve piant would not need to
be repeated for each service, and partly
()n account of the diversity in the nature
of the loads, and the consequent fact
that a certain proportion of the plant
could be used for one purpose at one
time of day, and another at another .
The establishment in Melbourne of an authorized
power supply on a large scale would unquestionably
exert a far-reaching effect upon the industry of the
• If compared it will be found that the cstimateg of cm,t and of power
given in this mcmor::m(lum are, p:enerally speaking', in sUbstnntial
agreement with those given ill ~Ir. ~T"ri':'s l'e.pni"t~;; 1m •. there are Olle 01'
two el.:ceptiolls where the lapse' of t.i1l~C haf'lIloriitied the figurE'S.
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district, and it is impossible to forecast the advantage of such a supply, not only to the railways and
tramways, but as a stimulus in all classes of manufacture.
The effect would be gradurrl, but cumulative as
the increase in the power requirements of factories
would react on the supply to cheapen it.
The position of Melbourne in the industrial world
must always be largely c~ntrolled by its geographical relation to the world's markets; but if full advantage is taken of the present opportuntiy, Melbourne will be able to trrke its place as a productive
centre.
.
Without a cheap power supply on a large scale
this is impossible .. Any· combined power plant in
Melbourne must, therefore, be capable of large extension; that is, it must be designed from the commencement so that ultimate expansion would not be
handicapped by any initial restriction.

Power Requirements.
We estimate that ten years' development of power
supply in Melbourne would probably result in the
following growth of power requirements:Railways.

Borae·power.

We include the lines dealt with in Mr. .
Merz's report of 1908, namely:Port Melbourne, St. Kilda, Sandringham, Broadmeadows, Camberwell, Williamstown, Sunshine,
Coburg, Preston, Heidelberg,
Dandenong, Mordialloc.
Besides the supply of energy to the
trains, we include under this
heading a bulk supply to the
Spencer-street lighting station to
the railway stations for lighting,
to the workshops at Newport 'and
North Melbourne for driving mac~inery, &c., and supply to the
St. Kilda tramways ...
32,000
Tramways(a) Existing-comprising the cable
trams
4,250
(0) The electric tra~s, except the St.
Kilda trams included under
.
railwavs ...
I,I50
(c) The 'horse trams
600
(l'he power required would be practicaily the same, whether these
tran.s were converted on the con·
duit or overhead trolley system.)
The proposed extensions of the tramway system in the suburban districts, amounting to 80 miles of
single track, to commence with
...
6,000
(say, 60 route miles) ...
The above figures include the necessary allowance for proposed increase
in speed.
FactoriesThis requirement is exceedingly difficult to. forecast closely; comparatively small at first, this growth
would be rapid, and would depend on cheapness of supply of
power and on the rate at which
the distributing network of cables
is proceeded with.
Judged by
other districts, with due allow-·
ance for local conditions, we estimate a ten years' growth as
follows : (a) Mechanical power in factories
'J 7,000

Horse-powel'.

(b) Energy
for.
faCtories
working electro-chemi10,000
cal processes, say

Lighting.
All lighting-public and private-except that already mentioned under
railways
Total electrical power required

9,000
90,000

Or, if the diversity in time of the
various loads be allowed for, as explained above, an actual maximum demand of 75,000 horse-power, or, say,
56,000 K.W.
An ample provision of spare plant is, of course,
essential to allow for periodical overhaul and possible accidents. This' should consist partly in an
overload capacity of each generating unit for intervals of two hours, and partly in stand-by units.
The continuous capacity of generating plant required at the stage of development discussed to
cover stand-by requirements and all losses of transmission, &c., is 66,000 K.W.

Cost of Generating Plant.
There would be no difficulty in installing this
plant in one generating station, but for several
reasons this is not the course we should recommend.
The larger the station the cheaper the power; but
when a certain size is reached. further reduction
in the cost of power is slight. On the other hand.
security of supply, which is, of course, vital. is
best protected by subdividing the generating plant
among two, or, if ultimate expansion warrants it.
even three separate stations.
It is, however, essential that these be permanently interconnected by cables, preferably in duplicate, and that they supply power into one common
system of mains j the economical advantages of the
unification of power plant enumerated on page 7
are thus secured, and combined with maximum reliability of supply. This is no mere theoretical
deduction, but the result of actual extJCrience;
wherever power supply systems have reached the
dimensions here considered, it has bP.en found in
practice the only perfect arrangement. It is the
arrangement adopted, not only by the companies
and authorities whom we advise, and who are the
largest producers of power in this country and
America, but also in all other electrical generating
systems at all comparable in size with those we
have in mind.
Whatever the ultimate subdivision of the plant,
it is clear, however, that to commence witti one station will be sufficient. It would be desirable and
practicable to extend this station ultimately to a
total capacity of 3,300 K.W.
The particulars and cost of this station are as
follow:.
Total capacity of plant-33,000 K. W.
Proportion of plant normally held in reserveII,OOO K.W.
Continuous capacity of plant normally in operation-22,000 K.W.
Overload capacity of plant normally in operation-3I,000 K.W.
Type of fuel which boiler equipment will be
designed to use normally-black coal.
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Type of fuel which boiler equipment will be
designed to use normally if requiredbrown coal.
Type of engine-steam turbines.
Type of current sent out of station-high tension three-phase alternating current.

•

Cost.
E){cluding land, but including preparation of
site', buildings, boiler and engine-house,
equipment, switch gear, all accessories, and
all pipe' work-in fact, completely
equipped to deliver high tension current
into the distribution network-£s06,000,
or £15 6s. Sd. per K.W. installed.
Before this station reaches anything like the size
given above, another station would be commenced
on a second site, the location of which will depend
on the development of other power resources of the
'State-for example, the brown coal-fields in the
Latrobe Valley. In the event of none of these re~ources reaching fruition, .the second generating sta·
tion would be a black cpal one, like the first situated in Melbourne, and size for size, therefore costing the same. There would, however, be the additional cost or interconnecting the two stations with
cables. This would depend upon where the second
.station was placed, and whether the cables were run
underground or overhead. The cost would be very
unlikely to exceed £5°,000.

If, on the other hand, the second installation were
in the Latrobe Valley, the plant would be specially
arranged to burn brown coal, and partly on this
account, and partly due to its location, would be
slightly more costly-approximately, £16 per K.W.
The interconnecter in this case would consist of an
aerial transmission line some 80 miles long,' and
with transformers at either end, would cost some.
£15°,000.
A generating plant located away from Melbourne
would, therefore, be more costly per K. 'V., on ac·
'count of the transmission lines, hut should be considerably less costly to operate. In fact, in round
figures, generating plant, if all of it were located
in Melbourne, would cost, including interconnecting
cables, £I6 2S. perK.W. ; whi,le,if not more than
one half is located at Melbourne, and the rest in
the Latrobe Valley, the average cost per K.W., including interconnecting transmission lines, would be
:l bout £18; but in the latter case the increased
c:lpital cost should be more than offset by the reriuction in working
.

It will be understood that distributing cables for
!;upplying various users are entirely additional to
the foregoing figures. Those for the railways ,and
tramways are included below, under the headings
dealing with the cost of converting these: distrihuting cables for supplying ,factories cannot be specifically estimated, but may be assumed generally to
cost, in the neighbourhood of Melbourne, about
£15 per kilowatt supplied, including step-down
transformers at the d.elivery end, services, con·
sumers' meters, &c.

Cost of Power and Location of Power Stations.
It will be readily understood that the cost of
power depends largely upon the progress made with
the supply, and is a.question of stage; that, in fact,

the cost of production will be very much less in
the later stages than· at the cOll1ln~cement. It is
usual to separate operating costs into-(1) Stand~by char~es, including wages, repairs,
administratlOn and capital charges.
(The first t\VO of these are nearly, and
the last two enJirely, independent of the
quantity of energy turned out, and depend upon tqe size of plant in operation.)
(2) Running charges, of which almost the
whole is accounted for by the cost of
fuel.

Both the standing and running charges will
diminish relatively to the maximum load and to the
output as the power scheme develops. It is not
possible, therefore, to do more than give an estimate
of what may be expected as the cost of power at
some given stage or stages in the development. The
following is an estimate of the cost of operating the
Yarraville generating station when fully completed
as outlined above.
Standing ChargesWages
£7,7° 0
Repairs
5,5° 0 :}
Supervision
1,40'0
. Capital charges at 9 per cent.
Total

Running ChargesCoal, oil, and stores

60,100
.16d. per unit.

The cost per unit to which the standing charges
given above are equivalent depend upon the load,
factor on which the station is run. If, for example,
the whole of the plant except the r.eserve sets were
kept working continually on full load day and
night throughout the year, the total energy generated
would reach 10,\,000.000 units, In practice only a
proportion of this output would be realized.
N.B.-'rhe running costs in the LatroQe
Valley would be lower than at Yarraville. and
'the most economical arrangement would be to
meet as large a proportion of the load as possible from the Latrobe Valley, leqving- Yarr~
ville to rteal with the peaks of the demand.
and to give. therefore. a comp;'[rativelv small
output ifl units per annum. If, on the other
hand. the second st;ction were a black coal
fired one. Yarraville might. shan'! the load with
it in proportion to their respective sizl's. . The
annual output in units from Yarraville under
the former arrangement would be some
"".000.000: Hnrter the latter, ahout twice as
much, or ITO,OOO,ooo.
The estimates given above represent. of course.
only the cost of onerating amI payinl! capital
cha"rges on the generating station,
The price;-.
chargeable to ear,h consumer i~ a auestion that can
only be settled by dose consideration of(I) The H load factor" of each partic~lar consumer's loan,
(2) The cost of transmission cables anri transforming plant required to
the
supply.

%ocation nf PZant.-The first installation of
power should, from considerations of coal supply,
condensing water, and its central nosition re1::ltivelv
to the load, be placed at Yarra ville. The second
power-house should he ;;itu<lted either in some other
part of Melbourne, in the Latrobe Valley, or elsewhere. according to the arrangements which it is
possible to make with reg:ud to coal. supply.
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The Present Cost oj Converting Melbourne,
Suburban Railways to Electric Traction.
The following figures are, generally speaking, in
substantial agreement with those furnished by Mr.
Merz in 1908, to the Victorian Railways Commissioners, with the exception that the progress since
then has introduced modifications in some of them
as follows:(I) * Improvements in the electrical equipment
of direct current railway coaches have
reduced their power consumption by
some 10 per cent. This affects the size
of the power plant which will be allocated to the railways.
(2) * Internal improvements in construction of
steam turbines have considerably reduced the steam consumption for a given
output, thus further reducing the size
of boiler equipment required.
(3) Prices of most of the material involved
have varied slightly.
Apart from these changes, the figures which follow are in accordance with those of Mr. Merz's report, and the bases of calculation as regards train
service speed, acceleration, type of rolling-stockt),
a.nd routes included, &c., are the same. We also
now assume the same subdivision between underground cables and overhead lines of the distribution
lIys~em as was embodied in Mr. Merz's report, and
as IS shown on plate XIX. of that report, reproduced for attachment to the present memorandum. "
Power. Plant,-Proportion of total capital expendIture on power plant chargeable to the railways on the assumption that each user is
chargeable with expenditure proportionate to
his demand(a) On the assumption
that the whole of
the
generating
plant is located
on two separate
sites, both in Melbourne
£377,000
(b) On the assumption that a plant
is l<fated partly in
Meloourne, partly
in
the Latrobe
Valley ...
4 21 ,000
Sub-stations.-Buildings
and
equipment, but excluding
land ...
220,000
Distributing Feeders.-Between
power-house and sub-stations
partly underground cables,
and partly overhead lines
in accordanoe with the map
attached
150 ,000
Spares, &c.
. ..
9,500
Track
Equipment.-Including
track conducEor, all low
tension cable work, section
switch gear, and sundry
a1 terations to permanen't
way
* The Improvements we refcr to are not generally unde,..tood or
realized, but. they are In • .,tisfactory workln!!' "n many of our own
.,Votems. They represent .. slIbsfoantlal advantage amounting in the
Melbourne .C3S~, with. existing trafllcs. te some ,£30,OO() per annum.
Beyond statmg the saYInA', we do not enter into a further discussion of
what we propose at the present time.
t We should call attention to the fact that th~ increases in traffic that
have taken pl~e since OU~ origin oJ calculations were made mn.,v involve no
large! expendIture on rollm![.st,?ck than Wag then contemplated. In view
of thIS fact and of the furt,her mcrease which in our view is bound to
result from the.adoption of electric traction, it may he well to provide in
the presen~ estImates for a further bum of £100,000 for additional rOllinllstook Thls, of course, need only he spent a. actual experience sbows it
to be necessary. The power station, sub-stations, and distributing system
stUl",Uow ample margin as originally designed.

Rolling-stocl\.-Consisting partly
of new carriages, and partly
of adapting existing stock
and including all electrical
equipments, spare parts,
&c., after deducting the
value of locomotives and
rolling-stock released
Car sheds and inspection pits ...

£, 75 0 ,000
57,000

Total alternative (a)
Total alternative (b)
The alterations to the permanent way mentioned
above as included under track equipment include
only such alterations to bridge girders, point rodding, &c., as are required for the accommodation
of the track conductors. Alterations to the level
of the permanent way for the purpose of removing
crossings level with the streets are not included, as
these form no part of the conversion to electric traction. They are admittedly as necessary if steam
traction be retained.

Application' of Electrical Operation to the
Tramways.
With a power supply established in Melbourne on
a large scale capable of furnishing cheap and absolutely reliable electric power, there is no question
that the electrical operation of the tramways in
some form, so as to supersede the existing steamengines and horses would represent a large saving.
In so far as the sable tramways are concerned,
the initial question of method is that between(I) Converting the tramways themselves to electric traction.
(2) Substituting large electric motors for the
existing steam engines in the powerhouses.
Conversion to Electric Traction.-The advantages of applying electric traction to the tramways
are obvious, and consist in:(1) The increase of facility in extending the
system to new districts, and in new
directions as traffic may require.
(2) Improvement in speed, more particularly in
the outlying districts.
It will be for the Commission to decide whether
these advantages justify the greater expense of this
alternative.
.

If this alternative be adopted, a further choioe
offers as regards the great bulk of the lines between equipping the cable conduit with electrical
conductors on the one hand, and erecting overhead
trolley wires on the other.
The equipment with electric conductors of a conduit designed for a cable system has been reo
peatedly examined elsewhere; but hitherto no case
has arisen where this has appeared feasible. Mel·
bourne, however, is fortunate in possessing a conduit unique among cable conduits in size and con.
struQion. We have devoted a great deal of time
to a study of the queStion of equippinig this conduit, and have considered the question in all detail
and are of opinion that if the necessary alteratio~
are made with regard to the drainage of the con.
duit and the sllrface of the roads, the conduit can
be equipped at comparatively small cost.
~ ~ee rueo second footnote on previous page ,.. rolling·sl.ock required by
eXIstmg traffic.
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The costs per mile of straight line work for
cables, horse lines, and extensions, 'compare as follows:<

Cost of Converting Existing Cable and Horse Tram
lines or Constructing New Lines in such a way
as to render them Suitable for Electric Traction.
Cost per Mile of redflced Sin/rle<
n<ack.
Permanent Way.

Oable
Lines.

-----£
Substitution of 90-lb. rails for
existing rails
2,350
Substitution of new slot mils
for exi>!ting slot rails
1,880
Re-cambering road bed to suit
higher rails to a distance of
1 ft. 6 in. beyond outer rail
2,1i50
New permanent way, il1clud- ,
ing new wood block paving
Allowance for points, eroslOings, and speeJal work
400
Allowance for drains
40

;£

~--.--

;£

<

A n'lrage cost per mile of
redneed single track

1,880

2,700
7,250
;330
50
4,690

450
50

----.7,750

The above table is calculated on the following
assumptions : Cable Lines(r) That the whole of the road is now paved
with \"ood blocks.
(2) That 60 per cent. of the existing blocks
will be used again.
(3) That the width of the road bed re-cambered
is 17 feet, including both tracks.
(4) That the existing conduit is in good condition.
Horse Lines(1) That these lines are laid on a concrete bed
of sufficient width.
(2) That this concrete bed is in good CGndition.
(3) That the width of the road re-cambered is
8 feet for single track, and 16 feet for
double track.
(4) That the whole of the road is now paved
with wood blocks.
(5) That 60 per cent. of the existing blocks
will be used again.
Extensions-(I) That the road is not paved with wood.
(z) That there is no concrete foundation.

Elec.trical Equipment.-An electrified conduit
must inevitably be more susceptible to breakdown
and is naturally more difficult to repair. For these
reasons, while the conduit can be electrified, and
at small cost, if the city authorities can be induced
to admit overhead construction throughout, we
should strongly recommend it.

Attached hereto are estimates of the cost of each
type of construction, but in the foregoing table, in
so far as it relates to overhead equipment, centre-.
pole construction has been assumed throughout, for
the sake of simplicity, and because it is the cheapest
and the least unsightly form.
If it should be decided to convert the eXlstmg
cable lines to an overhead centre-pole system, the
tracks must be set about 3 feet further apart than
at present. We believe the existing concrete bed
is wide enough to permit of this, in which case it
1V0uld only be necessary to a'ilow for re-cambering
and re-paving an increased width of pavement, at
an average cost of 125. per square yard, or 6s. per
yard run of single track. If side-pole brackets are
employed, the tracks will have to be shifted to
the sides of the roadway, in which case the cost
will be the same as for new construction, while if
span-wire construction is employed, the cost of
modifying the permanent. way will be the same as
in the case of the slot system, namely, £7,200 per
mile of reduced single track. (In the two latter
cases it is assumed tha t the existing slot rails must
be pulled out, and the conduit covered over; but
inasmuch as the cost of this work will be almost
exactly equal to the scrap value of the rails, this
item does not appear in tqe alternative estimates.)
As has been mentioned in the above table, the cost
is inclusive of re-cambering and paving the usual
margin of 18 inches on each side of the track.
Should it be found necessary to deal thus with a
wider margin, the cost may be taken as approximately I2S. per yard super., but this will vary, to
some extent, according to circumstances.

The cost of converting the existing cable conduit
into an electric conduit system will be as follows:-

Cost of Electrically Equipping Conduit.
Per mile of reduced single straight
track
£1,370
Allowance for points, crossings, and
special work ...
...
80
Average cost per mile of"track

1,450

The cost of overhead equipment is shown in the
following table:SINGLB TRACK.

Vost per mile of straight track
Allowance for special work
Average cost per mile

!':'pan Wire.

Side Poles.

£1,550
155

£1,130
113

l-fi~I~43

In many cities island refuges are teing erected
in the wide streets, on account of the greatly in-,
DOUBLE TRACK.
creased speed of modern, traffic.
In Melbourne
some streets are already provided with islands, on
Sp~n Wire.
Side Poles. IOentre Pole••
Ivhich centre poles could bt;, erected without ~strict
ing the user of the roads, and if the overhead system is adopted for the electrification of the cable Cost per mile of straight
£1,430
£1,420"
.,. £1,820
.. ,
track
tramways, it should be borne in mind that in the Allowance
for special
wide streets, where span wires are impracticable, the
140
143
ISO
work
...
overhead wires must either be carried on centre
----,£1,573
£1,560
£2,000
poles, or on brackets fixed to poles on each side of A verage cost per mile ...
the road. In this latter event, the cars must be run
at .the sides of the road at a distance of 8 feet or
• These prices relate to the oonstruction referred to i! both tracks are
9 feet from the kerb.
run on the same side of the roo.<1. If the up and down trucks nre run On
<

...

opposite sides of the roa.d,
single track.

'h.

price for each must he taken"", that for
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Total Cost of Conversion and Ext~nsions.
The total c~st of converting existing cable aild
horse lines to electric lines will, assuming that the
existing conduit is converted to an electric conduit,
be as follows:44 miles double cable track, at
£17>340 (slot) ...
6 miles of double horse track, at
£ I I .49.3 (centre poles)
80 miles of additional track
taken as40 miles of single track,
37 8,200
£9,455 (span wire)
20 miles of double
track, at £17,5°0
(span wire)
35 0,000
Total for track construction and reconstruction
£r,560 ,II8
To the above should be addedFor rolling-stock, say
For car sheds, repair shops,
&c.
For line and track feeders
Total for tramways

250,000

-.--.--

Should it be determined to convert the existing
cable lines to overhead centre pole lines, the above
figure will be increased by £I06,600.
With regard to the question of rolling-stock, It IS
difficult, in the absence of data as to existing
services, to make a close estimate of the number of
cars which would be required. It would probably
not be more than 250. The cost in Melbourne of
suitable cars would be. as follows : Type or Cnr:

Seating capacity

Single Deck with
single truel.

36
£870

Single Deck With
two bogies.

48
£1,000

With regard to the question of providing a power
iiupply for the tramways, we have already given an
estimate for the cost of supplying power to the railways. This price works out to about £23 6s. 8d.
per horse-power, and as the suggested railway substations are well situated for supplying the tramways as well, the capital cost of supplying the
latter from the railway sub-stations may he taken
a5 proportional to the horse-power required, i.e.,
12,000, or £z?o,ooo, while the cost 'of energy
(supervision, wages, coal, repairs, and all rumiing
charges at generating station and sub-stations) would
not exceed .22d. per unit.
If, on the other hand, an independent power
supply system is desired for the tramways, the total
horse-power to be installed will be greater on account of the lower mean load factor, the absence of
div?rsity factor as between the tramway load and
other loads, and the greater proportion of spare
plant n.ecessary, we estimate that the plant capacity
to be lllstalled under these conditions would be
r6,000 horse-power, the cost of which. including
cables and sub-stations, having a total capacity of
25,000 horse-power, would be £450,000, while the
cost per unit for electoral energy produced from such
a sub-station would, we estimate, be not less than
.2Sd. Taking the subdivision of the lines to be
that given in the section hereof relating to question
(1) (a) to (d), the' proportion of the above which
would be allocable to the cable system would be:~
For the joint power supply... £101,000
For the independent power supply £162,000

The above figures adequately reply to your question as to the saving in having a large power supply
plant for all services in lieu of a separate one for
the trams.
With regard to the question of driving the existing tram cables electrically, it is not possible to give
a close figure without a close study on the spot.
We estimate, however, that the cost of providing the
necessary cables and local motors, &c., having a
total capacity of 6,000 horse-power, should not exceed £72,000.
With regard to your question as to the mileage
of tram lines, .which would be suitable for such a
to\\'n as Melbourne, so much depends upon local
conditions that it is impossible to lay down any definite rules for your guidance in forming an opinon.
It would seem reasonable to assume that, generally speaking, the mileage of tramway routes which
would be adequate to deal with a given area shonid
bear some relation to the size of that area modified,
ot course, by such local conditions as the way in
which the population to be served is distributed
over it and the existence of other transit facilities,
&c. The average route mileage per square mile of
tramways in England is about 1.5.
The proportions Of double to single track is a
figure which depends, to a large extent, on the density of population in the districts served. A diagram, figure 1, is appended hereto, showing the
average ratio of double track to route mileage for
English towns. From an examination of this diagram it will be seen that the proportion of double
track rises rapidly from about 45 per cent. for
population densities in the neighbourhood of 5,000
per square mile to about 68 per cent. for densities
of 20,000 above, which figure it remains senSIbly
constant over a considerable range of popUlation
densities.
Judging arbitrarily from the figures thus presented, it might be said that Melbourne, having an
area of some 255 square miles, should possess (on
the basis of Ii miles per square mile) 382 route
miles of tramways, of which about 30 per cent., or
lIS miles, should be double track.
Obviously,
however, the question cannot be determined in this
off-hand manner, as although at some time in the
future the mileage of roads provided with tramways
must approach, and perhaps even considerably exceed that mentioned, a careful study of the conditions on the spot would be necessary to permit
of an accurate estimate of the actual requirements
now or in the near future.
With regard to the question of the proper proportion of double track, we do not think that the
present mileage is excessive, in so far as the present traffic requirements are concerned. It is ob~
viously necessary that the cable lines should be constructed as double track, but should it be decided
to electrify the entire system we are of opinion that
a certain proportion of what is now double track,
as well as a proportion of the extensions, could
be economically replaced by single track with suitable turnouts.
You will have noted that in our estimates we
have allowed for the construction of one-third of
the 80 miles of contemplated extensions to be constructed as double track. This will, we think be a
sufficient proportion in the outlying district in 'which
the$e extensions are likely to be constructed.
With regard to future developments, we would
call your attention to the systems of "trackless It
electric omnibuses which have recently been introduced, both in this country and On the Continent.
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Briefly, this system comprises the usual overhead
construction,· provided with two wires, as in the
case of double-track construction, but employed ai
positive and negative instead of as up and down
lines respectively, and from which energy is supplied to electric motor omnibuses through double
trolley booms.
We consider that this system would be of great
advantage in opening up new districts, as the cost
would be merely that of tne overhead construction,
for which estimates have been given above, plus the
cO'st of the necessary omnibuses, viz., about £800
each.
. As the traffic develops sufficiently. to justify the
provision of a tram line this may be added at the
,cost ,of the permanent way and additional power
plant and cars, while the displaced omnibuses, may
be employed in opening up additional new districts.
We have appended hereto an illustration of this
lIystem as applied in England.
We are, Gentlemen,
Yours, faithfully,
(Signed)
MERZ & McLELLAN.
REGINALD P. WILSON.

[COPY.]
Falcon Works,
Loughborough,
3rd July, 1911.
R. P. WILSON, Esq.,
66 Victoria-street, S. W.
DEAR SIR,
With reference to your letter of 29th June, we
have been looking through records of cars built during the past few years, and now beg to say that,
so far as this country is conce'rned, none of the cars
built at these works have been wider than 7 feet
2 inches over all.
We believe that the majority of cars for standard
gauges in America are in the neighbourhood of
8 feet or 8 feet 6 inches overall, and we have recel.ltly supplied six cars for Regina, Sask., which
were about 8 feet 6 inches wide overall.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) THE BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Co. LTD.,
B. BROADHURST,
General Manager.

[COPY.]
Motherwell, N.B.,
1st July, 15)11. i
REGINALD P. WILSON, Esq.,
.
66 Victoria-street,
London, S.W.
DEAR SIR,
,I
Referring to your 'letter of 29th June, we presume . your query applies to tramcars for this country only, and we !llay say we have never supplied
tramcars with a greater extreme width than 1 feet
3 inches for Great Britain.
We are,
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) HURST, NELSON, & Co. LTD.

[COPY.]
'Preston,
Lanes.,
30th June, 19 1 1.
REGINALD P. WILSON, Esq.,
66 Victoria-street,. S. W.
DEA.R Sm, .

Overall Width of Electric Cars.
We are in receipt of your favour of 29th June
in reference to the above, and would say the width
is proportionate to tne gauge.
In the case of English tramways, the width for
3 ft. 6 in. gauge is not more than 6 feet 3 -inches
over pillars, and 6 feet 6 inches over roofs j for
4 ft. 8!· in. gauge, 6 feet 9 inches over pillars, and
7 feet I inch over roofs.
In one or two special cases for 4 ft. 8i in. gauge
we have supplied cars 7 feet 8 inches wide over
roofs, and 7 feet 4 inches over pillars.
The dimensions on foreign tramways vary considerably, and the greatest width we know of on a
3 ft. 6 in. gauge over the pillars is 6 feet 9 inches,
and over roof boards, 7 feet I inch; for 4 ft. 8!
in. gauge, 8 feet 2! inches over pillars, and 8 feet
6 inches over roof boards.
'
Trusting this information will answer your requirements.
We are,
Yours faithfully, .
(Sgd.) THE UNITED ELECTRIC CAR Co. LTD.

.
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TRAMWAYS SECUON-APPENDIX No. 11.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE MELBOURNE CABLE TRAMWAYS.
CROSS-SECTIONS OF ELEOTRIC TRAMWAYS TRACKS LAID ON
THE CONDUIT SYSTEM -C01\fPARED! WITH THE CONDUIT pF
THE MEljBOURNE CABLE SYSTEM.
(Submitted by Mr. W. G. 'Jr. Goodrnan, Engineer and Manager
T ramwayiTrust, .Adelaide.)

0/ the

Municipal

[The foliowing illustrations serve to show that, compar~d with the conduits of electric syst;ems of
tramways, the Melbourne Cable Conduit is much narrower at the point where the electric c()llductors are
usually situated; and that the concrete construction IS not 3;s heavy, nor is reinfurced by a satisfactory
system of iron yokes, as that .used on the conduit electric tramways. (See Report of the Commission,
paper No. 39, 1911, pp. 31-2, ., Use of the Cable Conduits for Electric 'l'raction.")]
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TRAMWAYS SECTI9N-APPENDIX No. 11 (continUecl) .
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ELECTRIFICATION OF THE ----.MELB,O.URNE C,ABlE TRAMWAY~S.
CROSS-SECTIONS OF E'lJECTRIC TRA1\fW AYS,' TRACKS LAID ON
TIlE CONDUIT SYSTJijM COMPARED WITH ~rHE CONDUIT OF
THE MELBOURNJi] CABLE SYSTE~L
(Su 1J1nitted by Mr. W. G. T. Goodmwn, Engineer and Ma,nager of the lfwnicipal
,'Tramways 'l'rust, Adelaide.)

,
[The follewing illustrations ;JetTe to show that, compared with the conduits of electric systems of
tramways, the MelboumcCable Conduit is much narrower at the point where the electric conductors' are
-usually situated; and that the concrete constructioll is not as heavy, nor is reinforced by a satisfactory
llystem of iron yokes, as that used on the c?ncluit electric tramways. (See Rej''')l't of the Commission,
paper No. 39, 1911, pp. 31-2, "Us~,of the Cable Conduits for Eloctric Traction.")].
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TRAMWAYS/SECTION-APPENDIX No., 11 (continued).
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,ELEOTRI F'IOAT~ON OF THE ,'l¥JElBOURNE CABLE' TRAMWAYSa
/1
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CROSS-SEOTIONS OF ELEOTRIO THAMWAYS TRACKR LAID ON
THE OONDUIT SYSTEM OOMP ARED 'WITH THE CONDUIT O]j~
TH~ MELBOlJRNjE CABLE SYSTEM.
\;'
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(Submitted by Mr. lV. G. T."Goodman, Engineer an"a Manager of the 2lfunicipal
,
;l'ramways Trust, Adelaide.)

'[The following illustrations serve to show that,compal'ed wit.h the condui~s of electric systems of
tramways, the M~lbourne Cable Conduit-is much narrower at ,the point where the electric conductors are
usually situated; and ~hat the concrete'coll8t1'uction is, not as heavy, nor is reinforcea by a satisfact<?ry
system of iron yokes, as that used on the conduit electric trll>IDways. (See Report of the ,Commission,
pllpel' No. 39, 1911, pp. 31-2, "Use of the
Cable
Conduits for Electric Traction.")]
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ELEOTRIFIOATION .Of THE' MELBOURNE CABLE TRAMWAYS.
\

CROSS-SECTIOKS OF EUTICTRHJ TRAMWAYS TRACKS LAID ON
THE CONDUIT SYSTEM OO~'lPAn,ED' WITH THE CONDUIT OF'
THE MELBOURNE OABLE SYSTEM. "
(Submitted by M1·. W. G. T. Goodm,an, Engineer and Manager of the Municipal
'Tramways Trust, Adela'ide.) ,
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[The following illustrations serve to show that, cOlJlpal'ed with the conduits of electric systems of
tramways, th~ Melbourne Cable Conduit is~much narrower at the point where the electric conductors are
usually situated; and that the conCl'et,e construntion is not as heavy, nor is reinforced by a satisfactory
system of iron yokes, as that used on the conduit elel;tric tramways. (See Beport of the Commission,
paper No. 39, 1911, pp. 31·2, "Use of the Cable Conduits for Electric Tra.ction.")]
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"TRA~lW AYS SEOTION-AP~ENDIX No. 11 (continued}c
\'

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE MELBOURNE CABLE TRAMWAYS.
CROSS-SEOTIONS OF ELEOTRIO TRAMW AYS TRACKS LAID ON
THE OONDUITS'ySTEM COMPARED WITH· THE CONDUIT' OF.
THE l\iELBOURNE, OABLE SYSTEM.
0
(Submitted by Mr. W. G. T. 'Goodman, Engineer and Manager 01 the Municipal
Tramways Trust, Adelaide.)

[The following illustl."ation~ serve to show that, compal'ed with the conduits of electric sy.stems of
tramways, the Melbourne C~ble Cpnduit is much narrower at the point >yhere the electric conductors are
usually situated; and! that. the ,concrete construction is not as heavy, nor is reinforced by a satisfactory
system of iron yokes, as that used on the conduit electric tramways. (See Report of the Commission, \
'pa.per No. 39, 1911, pp. 31-2, "Use of the Cable Ccinduits'for Electric 'rraction.")J
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ELEOTR-IFICATION OF THE MElB,OURNE CABLE -TRAMWAYS. ~
-CROSS-SECTIONS OF ELECTRIC TRAJ\.IWAYS TRACKS LAID ON
TREOONDUI'r SYSTEM" OOMPARED WITH THE CONDUIT' OF
THE MELBOURNE CABLE SYSTEM.
(Submitted by M~, W. G; T. Goo(/rJlan, Bngineer a11,d Manager of the Municipal
;[ramwa,ys T9'IMlt, Adelaide.)

[The following illustr'ations ~erve to show that, compared :'itb the conduits of electric systems of
tramways, the Melbourne Cabl!'l CO'nduit is much narrower at the point where the electric cO'nductors are
usually situated; and that t~e concrete construction is not as' heavy, lior is reinforced by' a satisfactory
'system of il'On yokes, as that used on the conduit electric tramways. (See Report of the Commission, / pa~r NO'. ~9, 1911, pp. 31·2, "Use of the Cable COlldlfits 10'1' Electric TractiO'~.")J
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APPENDIX 12.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TRAMWAYS .
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[This drawing shows the construction of the Cable Conduit originally used in Ring-street, Sydney, On the C{)llversion of the
Sydney tra.mways to the overhead electric. sy~tem, the same CODcrete foundation was used, Dew rails being substit,uted . According to
evidence submitted, the heavier electric rolling-stoc,k caused the oollapse of the sides of the conduit-, and fresh foundations had to be
laid dOWD.l
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TRAMWAYS SECTION.-APPEN DIX N 0.\ 3.
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SIDE-POLE OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.
(Submitted by Mr. W. G. T. Goodman, Enginei»' a.M Ma.rw,ger.)
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TRAMWAYS SECTION-APPENDIX No. H.

CARS USED BY PRAHRAN AND MAL VERN
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